Scotland’s International Film Festival
for Young Audiences
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DISCOVERY EXHIBITION 2015
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11:00 24

11:30

Closing Film: Labyrinthus

Hideyuki Katsumata
USODEHONTOU
Sat 3 October – Sun 15 November
Exhibition open daily 11:00 – 18:00
Open late Thu: 20:00

WELCOME TO DISCOVERY FILM FESTIVAL 2015!

13:00–15:00

Paper Planes

HELLO!

8

Short Stories: Big Drawing Workshop 10:30–12:30 9 +11

Art Cart Adventures
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TIME PAGE

17

15:00 26

Here we are in our twelfth year with another outstanding selection of the
best films for young audiences from all around the world. There’s also
a dazzling exhibition of work by Japanese artist Hideyuki Katsumata in
DCA Galleries and a packed programme of workshops and events for
all the family. We look forward to seeing you soon!
#DiscoveryFilmFest Facebook: DiscoveryFilmFestival Twitter: @DCAdundee

discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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MEET THE DISCOVERY
YOUNG AMBASSADORS!
HELLO FELLOW FILM FANS
Welcome to this year’s Discovery Film Festival! We Young Ambassadors are crazy excited
to bring our selections to this year’s festival, and we hope you’ll be just as enthusiastic
as we are! All ten of us had a lot of fun putting together the films, and we are looking
forward to helping out during the festival proper. Each one of us has brought their own
personal flair to Discovery, and all that’s missing now is you! We hope you really enjoy
the festival this year!

“Enemy is one of the most
disturbingly brilliant films of all
time, and its ending is one of the
most terrifying put to screen.”
(Elliot)

Theodore, Elliot, Erasmus, Fin, James, Rachel, Rowan, Šean, Shaun and Stuart

WANT TO JOIN OUR GANG FOR DISCOVERY 2016?

“I think film shows us the
beauty and the ugly side of
humanity, what we think the
future will hold… plus that having
super powers is pretty great
and AI is the opposite.” (James)

“My favourite film of all time
is Fargo: the dark comedy,
the emotional depth, and the
tragically amusing misuse of a
woodchipper!” (Theodore)

AND
YOU IN
2016?

“Yes, I love Finding Nemo.
A lot.” (Erasmus)

“When will Rick Moranis come
back and act again?” (Stuart)

“Having attended the festival
myself various times, it is great
to be given the chance to help
with the programme.” (Shaun)

“The Craft made me wish
I could be part of a coven for
weeks, if only for the outfits.”
(Rowan)

“My ideal film would be a
Taylor Swift biopic directed by
Wes Anderson.” (Rachel)

“I’m a big fan of Pixar as it is
one of the few film studios that
can make films for both children
and adults.” (Fin)

“Prince (p22) somehow
manages to romanticise the
council estate in a way that no
other film can.” (Šean)

We’re always looking for young people to get involved with Discovery Film Festival and other film
activities year-round at DCA. If you’d be interested in joining our gang, learning more about film and
helping to make the festival even better, we want to hear from you! If you’re aged 15-19 and love film
– it doesn’t matter if it’s the latest blockbusters or the artiest art house, as long as you’re up for
new things – email Mike for more info: mike.tait@dca.org.uk
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OPENING GALA

AGE

U

OPENING GALA

ACTION ART WITH THE BIG DRAW
Sat 24 October, 14:00–15:00
All ages (Children under 8 accompanied by adult).
Activity Room — FREE, Drop in.
Gear up for the thrills of Discovery Film Festival and get
inspired by artists and animators to create a wall of dynamic
drawings that look like they really move and fly!

OPENING GALA
AND PAPER PLANE CHAMPIONSHIP

Join us for a fun-filled gala event featuring Paper Planes, an Australian
film about the exciting world of paper plane flying contests. After the film
you can create your own unique flying machine, enjoy some treats and
explore this year’s Discovery exhibition in the Galleries.

Sat 24 October, 17:00–18:30
All Ages (children under 8 accompanied by adult).
Level 4 and Activity Room. — FREE with your cinema ticket.
Join us after the film to celebrate the launch of the festival!
We’ll have cake, balloons and lots of fun activities. Explore
Hideyuki Katsumata’s dreamlike exhibition, write a film
review and line up in our gallery for a unique competition to
see how far your paper plane can fly, just like in the movie!
Make sure to sign up by 18:00 to enter the competition.
Everyone who comes along to Paper Planes is invited!

Paper Planes
Opening Gala: Sat 24 October, 15:00
Sun 25 October, 13:00 / Sat 31 October, 15:30 /
Sun 1 November, 15:30
In a remote community in Western Australia, 11 year-old Dylan is
coming to terms with the recent death of his mother, and has
to look after himself whilst his father (Sam Worthington) is
overcome with grief. At school one day, he’s introduced to the art
of creating paper planes and surprises everyone with his first
record-busting attempt.
Taking part in the national finals, he qualifies for the World
Paper Plane Championships, in Tokyo. Trying to raise the funds
necessary for this once-in-a-lifetime experience, Dylan is
helped by his school friends, the neighbours and his charmingly
unconventional grandfather. But will Dylan’s success help
rebuild his relationship with his father, and can his small-town
creations really lift a world title?
Dir: Robert Connolly
Australia 2014 / 1h37m / U
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PAPER POWER
Sat 24 October, 17:00–18:00
All Ages (children under 8 accompanied by adult).
Activity Room — FREE, Drop in.
Get set for the Discovery Paper Plane Championships with
this inventive workshop. Using paper plus your imagination
create a plane or flying machine that looks great and flies
like the wind!
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FOR WEE ONES

AGE

3+

FOR WEE ONES

Shorts for Wee Ones
Sun 25 October, 10:15 / Sat 31 October, 10:15 /
Sat 7 November, 10:15
Here at Discovery we know your little ones like nothing more than
a colourful collection of animated stories from around the world.
So we’ve looked high and low and found these wee treasures from
Belgium, Brazil, Germany, the USA, France and the UK.
You’ll meet a baby lamb who definitely thinks outside the field, an
elephant who dreams of riding a shiny new bicycle and a cartoon
stick-man who refuses to stay on the page. There is a rather vain
fox with the most beautiful tail in the world, and a cat and a dog
for whom a lightning storm brings amazing changes to their lives.

WEE ONES
WORKSHOPS

All these short films are in English or are dialogue free, so will be
accessible for everyone.
These magical tales will delight children age 3+ and are a colourful
introduction to the cinema experience.
Various directors
Various countries 2013-15 / 45m / Age 3+
English or dialogue free

8
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TELLING TAILS
Sat 31 October, 11:30 –12:30
— Book your place (£1 with cinema ticket)
IN THE ACTIVITY ROOM – SUITABLE FOR AGES 3+
Juice and snack provided.
Children must be accompanied by an adult.

Get those tails waggling! Rummage in our
materials box and make your very own tail to
wear or to pin on one of the animal characters
from the films.

SHORT STORIES: BIG DRAWING

ALL THINGS ELEPHANT

Sun 25 October, 10:30–12:30
— FREE, Drop in.

Sat 7 November, 11:30 –12:30
— Book your place (£1 with cinema ticket).

After seeing all the characters in our
programme of amazing animated short films,
go large with The Big Draw, illustrating and
mapping out your own stories.

Have a peek at what we’ve got in our materials
trunk and create your own elephant character
to join the herd.

discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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FOR MIDDLE ONES

AGE

8+

FOR MIDDLE ONES

SUITABLE FOR AGES 8+
Adults are welcome to join in.

MIDDLE
ONES
WORKSHOPS

SHORT STORIES: BIG DRAWING
Sun 25 October, 10:30 –12:30
Activity Room — FREE, Drop in
Before seeing all the characters in our programme
of amazing animated short films, go large with
The Big Draw, illustrating and mapping out your
own stories.

COLOUR YOUR REALITY

Shorts for Middle Ones
Sun 25 October, 11:30 / Sun 1 November, 10:15 /
Sat 7 November, 11:55
With their distinctive glances at the world (and solar
system) in which we live, this diverse collection of short
films will excite and inspire those aged 8 and older.
We learn how important potted plants can be in space,
how to draw improvements to the world around us and
what happens when two young tearaways discover
that appearances can be deceptive. There is a weird and
wonderful high-speed chase that takes place through the
history of art, and a warning that life is not always easy
when your best friend is a frog. We also see that if you like
your house to be spick and span, then getting a pet dog
isn’t perhaps the wisest move.

Sun 1 November, 11:30– 12:30
Activity Room
— Book your place (£1 with cinema ticket).
Inspired by the short film Lila, we’ll mix your
artworks with real life imagery and create an
even more colourful picture for you to take away
with you.

DISCOVERY ANIMATION STATION
Sat 7 November, 10:45 –11:45
Meeting Room
— Book your place (£1 with cinema ticket).
Get hands on in this stop motion and time lapse
taster session. Pick up lots of tips and resources
for making your own animations at home.

All the films are dialogue free, demonstrating the wonderful
art of telling stories purely through visuals. Who needs
words when the pictures are so beautifully expressive?
These films are funny, sad, exhilarating, cautionary
and touching.
Various directors
Various countries 2013-15 / 55m / Age 8+
Dialogue free
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SUN 25 OCTOBER

AGE

12+

SUN 25 OCTOBER

The Case of Hana and Alice
HANA TO ALICE SATSUJIN JIKEN
Sun 25 October, 11:00
Each year we link up with Scotland Loves Anime to bring you the
latest in Japanese animation. This year it’s The Case of Hana and Alice,
a teenage murder mystery set in a Japanese high school with two
determined wannabe sleuths at its centre.
Alice has not long moved into the area after her parents separate
and she faces the double challenge of a new home and a new school.
Things get off to a shaky start on her first day when she’s given the
desk where – according to the rumour mill – a student was murdered
one year ago. The details are sketchy but her classmates talk of restless
spirits who must be appeased, and when Alice discovers that her nosy
new neighbour Hana is the schoolgirl who sat behind the student,
she is determined to solve the mystery.
It’s always refreshing to see female characters with a movie to
themselves, and the offbeat relationship between the withdrawn
Hana and the impulsive Alice is a delight. Full of strange happenings
and odd coincidences, this film will keep you on your toes, while the
original friendship at the heart of the tale offers the most reward.
Dir: Shunji Iwai
Japan 2015 / 1h40m / Age 12+
Japanese with English subtitles

cotland
oves
nime

MANGA
CHARACTERS
MASTERCLASS

Sun 25 October, 13:30 –15:30
For ages 12+
— Book your place (£1 with cinema ticket).
Feeling inspired to draw your own anime
characters after seeing the film?
Join us for a hands on workshop led by
local illustrator Richard McGilvray who
will help you to really polish your Manga
creation style.
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SAT 31 OCTOBER

AGE

10+

Landfill Harmonic

SAT 131NOVEMBER
OCTOBER
SAT

PLUCK,
BOW, DRUM
AND HUM

Sat 31 October, 11:30
“The world sends us garbage… We send back music.”
This inspirational documentary charts the success of the Recycled
Orchestra, made up of young people whose families live next to one
of South America’s largest landfills. Following the inspired decision
to make musical instruments from recycled garbage, the community
orchestra was suddenly propelled from obscurity to global media
attention when one of their videos went viral. Leaving their native
Paraguay behind, they’re soon travelling the world, working with
a series of high profile musicians. But when a natural disaster
devastates their homes, can the youthful orchestra provide a source
of hope for the very community that created it?
Whilst rooted in its portrayal of the transformative power of music,
this documentary is equally about the resilience of the human spirit
and the importance of holding on to your dreams. With its focus on
aspiration, music, environmental concerns, the importance of family
(in all its forms) and perseverance, this film will speak to everyone
– and not just those with a musical talent.

Sat 31 October, 10:00 – 11:15
For ages 10+
— Book your place (£1 with cinema ticket).
‘Tune in’ ready for the film by joining
in and having a go at making your own
recycled instruments and playing
them together!

Dirs: Brad Allgood, Graham Townsley
USA / Paraguay / Norway / Brazil 2015 / 1h25m / Ages 10+
Spanish with English subtitles
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EXHIBITION

ALL
AGES

HIDEYUKI KATSUMATA
USO de HONTOU
Sat 3 October – Sun 15 November
For this year’s Discovery exhibition we’re delighted to bring the work
of Japanese artist Hideyuki Katsumata to Dundee, in his biggest solo
exhibition to date.
Hideyuki is an artist, illustrator and animator whose dazzlingly colourful
and intricate work has appeared in many exhibitions around the
world, as well as on record sleeves and in music videos. He draws
on a range of influences including folklore, manga and popular culture,
and combines traditional and contemporary techniques. His work is
equally at home on YouTube, as a VJing set in a club, in art galleries or
as street art.
The exhibition’s title, USO de HONTOU, translates as ‘that’s also unreal,
but it’s also real’, which reflects the dream-like quality of Hideyuki’s
work. For USO de HONTOU, the galleries will be transformed by
Hideyuki’s expressive artworks: one will be given over to a large-scale
mural that he will paint in the run-up to the opening. The exhibition
will also feature projections of his animations and a selection of his
drawings and prints, some of which he’ll be making in DCA Print Studio.

16
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WORKSHOPS

ART CART ADVENTURES
Sun 25 October / Sat 31 October /
Sun 1 November / Sat 7 November
13:00 – 15:00
For all ages
(children under 8 accompanied by adult).
— FREE, Drop in. Level 4.
Drop in and explore!
Art Cart Adventures offer fun and active ways
to explore the exhibition via drawing, making
your own badge and creating a zoetrope strip.

MOVING MURALS
Sun 8 November, 11.00 –15.00
For ages 12+
— FREE, but please book in advance.
Be inspired by the murals and moving images
in the exhibition and join #YAS, our young
artists’ group, to make your own colourful
images that move to music.

discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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SAT 31 OCTOBER

AGE

10+

SUN 1 NOVEMBER

AGE

10+

Windstorm 2
OSTWIND 2 – RÜCKKEHR NACH KALTENBACH
Sun 1 November, 11:00
Last year’s festival introduced feisty German teenager Mika Schwarz
and her trusty stable-dwelling companion Windstorm, in what
proved to be a very p opular tale of unlikely friendships, challenging
expectations and rising above obstacles to achieve the seemingly
imp ossible. One year on and we return to the Kaltenbach riding stables
for another well-told tale of teenagers struggling to find their way in
the contemp orary world. No previous knowledge of the characters –
or equestrian skills! – is required to enjoy this skillful blend of family
drama, sp orts movie and teen comedy.

Crow’s Egg
KAAKAA MUTTAI
Sat 31 October, 11:00
When not having to pick and sell coal from the railway tracks
near their Chennai slum, two young brothers play cricket with
their friends on a nearby patch of derelict land – until this is
taken over for a brand new shopping mall. Excited by promotional
adverts on local TV for the newly opened pizza parlour, they are
mesmerised by the prospect of tasting this exotic delicacy and
set out to raise the money required to buy their very own pizza.
As barriers to their plan suddenly appear, so their determination
increases – and any and all actions become justified in their
single-minded dev otion to the task in hand.

Another year has passed and once again Mika is facing the long hot
summer holidays. A return to Kaltenbach riding stables to see her old
friend Windstorm turns out to be far from relaxing, however, when
she discovers impending financial ruin for the business and a series
of unexplained wounds on her horse’s legs. Together with the help of
her street-smart scho ol friend Fanny and stable lad Sam, Mika must
set aside her own difficulties and rise to the considerable challenge
of riding Windstorm to victory in the demanding three day event at a
rival stables. But learning the tricky art of dressage, adhering to strict
dress codes and not punching her annoying teenage princess rivals
will not come easily.
Dir: Katja von Garnier
Germany 2015 / 1h48m / Age 10+
German with English subtitles

How far would you go for something you’d set your heart on?
In this touching comedy we see some of the realities of life in a
slum community – as the director notes: “I wanted to depict life
in a slum realistically but also didn’t want to advertise India’s
p overty to the world”. It’s an occasionally hard-edged p ortrayal
– the law is not just bent, but broken – but captures the daily
challenges the family have to face. You’ll be ro oting for the
brothers and their campaign by the end – and, yes, that pizza
does indeed lo ok tempting…
Dir: M. Manikandan
India 2014 / 1h39m / Age 10+
Tamil with English subtitles
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SUN 1 NOVEMBER

AGE

15+

SAT 7 NOVEMBER

AGE

8+

Being 14
À 14 ANS
Sun 1 November, 11:30
Fourteen year-olds Sarah, Louise and Jade are friends
about to begin their final year of middle school in suburban
Paris. Sarah is rebellious and reckless, lurching from one
risk-taking situation to the next. Louise’s relationship with
her mother is strained, so she leaves home and moves in
with her grandmother. Jade is forced to find new friends
when she falls out with both Sarah and Louise over some
vicious rumours that are doing the rounds at school.
Deliberately provocative in its depiction of teenagers,
Being 14 is very much based on the realities of some lives.
Words are weapons and reputation is everything. For every
action there is a reaction, and we see behind the masks
that these young women wear each day, and the pain they
feel in the situations they face.
Dir: Hélène Zimmer
France 2015 / 1h26m / Age 15+
French with English subtitles

DISCOVERY

Y

WHAT OUR DISCOVERY YOUNG
AMBASSADORS SAID:
“Raw, bold, terrific”
“As a girl, I loved it. So, so much”
“An effective combination of great
writing and fantastic casting to capture
the fragility, brutality and severity that
teenage years can pose”
“A really good representation of
young people”
“Some moments were incredibly jarring
and very real. This film struck a chord
friendship-wise”
“I liked how we saw life through each
character’s perspective”
“You’ll enjoy this if you like Skins
or Boyhood”

Antboy – Revenge of the Red Fury
ANTBOY – DEN RODE FURIES HÆVN
Sat 7 November, 10:15

OU

NG A
MBASS

AD

Following his defeat of the arch villain Albert Gæmelkrå (aka The Flea),
Antboy is the toast of the town and something of a celebrity. But
13 year-old Pelle Nørhmann – the boy behind the ant mask – is finding it
very hard to balance his everyday life with his superhero responsibilities.
As a new threat to the city is posed by The Terror Twins, the latest
benefactors of The Flea’s sinister DNA altering serum, Antboy must foil
their attempts to wreak havoc. Meanwhile, Pelle has to deal with his
own problems at school caused by Christian, the new (and supercool)
kid in town who has designs on Ida, Pelle’s favourite classmate.

OR

C T I ON
SELE

Antboy returns to our screens in his latest blockbusting adventure
following his huge success at last year’s Discovery Film Festival.
Don’t worry if you missed 2014’s instalment, you’ll soon be up to speed
with the comic book conventions and Antboy’s very special abilities
(including acidic pee that destroys ceramics and metals!). Focusing on
how unique talents can often lead to feelings of being left out and
isolated, and the redeeming power of friendship, this is a rip-roaring
superhero movie firmly rooted in the world of the young. Who needs
Ant-Man when Antboy is in town?
Dir: Ask Hasselbalch
Denmark 2014 / 1h20m / Age 8+
Danish with English subtitles
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SAT 7 NOVEMBER

AGE

15+

DISCOVERY

SAT 7 NOVEMBER

Y
OU

NG A
MBASS

AD

DISCOVERY
FILM SCHOOL
TASTER

OR

C T I ON
SELE

Prince
PRINS
Sat 7 November, 11:20
Summer on the housing estate, and it’s a dog-eat-dog world,
especially for teenagers. Respect has to be earned, and if you
drive a purple Lamborghini then you’re definitely top of the heap.
Seventeen year-old Ayoub is definitely not anywhere near those
heights. He fancies Laura something rotten, but her boyfriend
is well hard. How can Ayoub ever compete? He has hardly any
money, shares a tiny room with his sister, his mother is stressed
and his addict father lives on the streets. Something has to
be done. When Ayoub drums up the courage to speak to the
outlandish owner of the aforementioned Lamborghini, he opens
up a whole can of (particularly vicious) worms…

WHAT OUR DISCOVERY YOUNG
AMBASSADORS SAID:
“A great mix of humour and drama”
“A heartbreaking and heartwarming
coming of age story unlike any I’ve
ever seen”

Sat 7 November, 14.00 –16.00
For ages 12+. Activity Room.
— FREE, but please book in advance.
Interested in filmmaking and want to find out
more? Learn a bit about how films are written,
shot and edited with some snappy taster
activities led by the young filmmakers from our
Discovery Film School Dundee 2015 course.

“Gripping the whole way through”
“Unpredictable and fast-paced”
“Awesome soundtrack”
“Both surprising and relatable”
“You’ll enjoy this if you like
Trainspotting, The Guest, Gomorrah,
City of God”

With colour, wit and style, Prince is an eye-poppingly garish
visual feast, depicting the trials and tribulations of contemporary
teenage life on an urban estate. There is no room for greys and
muted tones here, and it is a refreshingly stylised – and hugely
entertaining – representation of youth on the edge. Our Young
Ambassadors loved it!
Dir: Sam de Jong
Netherlands 2015 / 1h17m / Age 15+
Dutch with English subtitles
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SUN 8 NOVEMBER

AGE

10+

SUN 8 NOVEMBER

AGE

15+

Dessau Dancers
Sun 8 November, 10:30

So – what exactly would you do in their situation?
Dir: Grethe Bøe-Waal
Norway 2014 / 1h27m / Age 10+
Norwegian with English subtitles
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“Loved the political tones (made me want
to overthrow the government)”
“Amazing soundtrack”
“You’ll enjoy this if you like Pitch Perfect,
Fame, Step Up or Footloose”

AD

This is a thrilling, epic adventure story and a modern twist
on the Robinson Crusoe narrative, set on an entirely different
kind of desert(ed) island. Learning to survive in the harshest of
environments would challenge any adult, so the pressure on Julia
to look after her brother and sister forces them all to reconsider
their relationships with each other and with the world at large.
Terrific performances from the young cast, plus outstanding
cinematography that really captures the powerful force of nature
that is the Arctic wilderness, make for an outstanding family film.

Dir: Jan Martin Scharf
Germany 2014 / 1h31m / Age 15+
German with English subtitles

“Groovy”

OR

C T I ON
SELE

MBASS

Thirteen year-old Julia and her twin siblings Sindre and Ida,
aged 8, have recently moved to a small Norwegian town with their
mother. Desperate to see their father, they secretly stow away
on a helicopter at the local military base, which they believe will
take them to him. Unfortunately, the helicopter changes its route
and soon they find themselves lost and alone on the deserted
Half Moon Island in the northern Arctic Ocean. Now the three are
forced to face challenges they had never ever dreamed of – limited
supplies of food, icy blizzards, hungry polar bears on the doorstep
and no way of getting a message back to their parents. Can they
survive long enough to work out how to get back home?

“A fun film with great dancing”

NG A

Sun 8 November, 11:00

“GENIUS idea”

OU

OPERASJON ARKTIS

“Entertaining, fast-paced and funny, with
more serious undertones”

Y

Operation Arctic

This is a fascinating mix of film genres and styles – think
The Lives of Others meets Street Dance – and offers a truly
unique vision of a time and a place that already seems
worlds away. Teenage rebellious high spirits and the
demand for social conformity will always create sparks
– as this film demonstrates with all the vibrancy and
panache of a dayglo tracksuit spinning around on a piece
of cardboard.

WHAT OUR DISCOVERY YOUNG
AMBASSADORS SAID:

discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk

DISCOVERY

The year is 1985 and when Frank and his friend Alex
see a film about New York breakdancers, they practically
backflip out of the cinema onto the streets of their
hometown of Dessau, East Germany. Their street corner
dancing soon draws a crowd, including members of the
Stasi who are initially concerned by the Western attitudes
of the young dancers. And so ‘acrobatic show dance’ is
born – a state-sponsored art form. But how long can this
enforced collaboration last? And how much compromise
will the young dancers accept?
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CLOSING FILM

AGE

DROP IN AND PLAY

OR

C T I ON
SELE

OU

NG A

MBASS

AD

10+

DISCOVERY

Y

DROP
IN AND
PLAY

Labyrinthus
Sun 8 November, 15:00
Frikke, a 14 year-old boy, comes across a computer game
and discovers to his horror that it is being played with real
children, trapped inside a fiendish labyrinth. As he plays,
he meets Nola, and determines to do whatever he can to
rescue her. But the game’s creator warns Frikke that he will
harm Nola if Frikke loses, or quits playing. Things get worse
when Markus, Frikke’s best friend, also gets drawn into the
labyrinth. In a race against time, can Frikke solve the secret
code and stop the evil genius who has manufactured this
despicable game?
It’s only fitting that this film should have the chance to be
seen in Dundee, the birthplace of so many fine examples of
terrific computer games – though we sincerely hope that
no games of this kind are currently in development! With its
dazzling visual effects and ingenious use of green screen,
this is a gripping tale for gamers and non-gamers alike.

WHAT OUR DISCOVERY YOUNG
AMBASSADORS SAID:
“A fun film with great characters and
a gripping plot”
“The visuals and CGI throughout
were great”
“Their comedic timing was brilliant”
“Mixes fantasy with reality very well”
“A super mix of storytelling and
special FX”
“Keeps you on the edge of your seat”
“You’ll enjoy this if you like The Matrix,
Jumanji or Tron”

Sun 8 November, 12:30 – 14:30
For ages 10+. Level 4.
— FREE, drop in.
With our closing film focused on a game with
surprising powers, we’re holding another instalment
of DCA’s popular Drop in and Play event! We’ve teamed
up with Abertay University to bring together a
selection of family friendly games from some of the
most talented local developers: come along, try them
out and talk to the creators about their games.
You can also find out about our Code Club, which
helps 9 – 11 year-olds learn to code and make their
own games.

Dir: Douglas Boswell
Belgium / Netherlands 2014 / Digital / 1h39m / Age 10+
Dutch with English subtitles
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Jane and her son Lloyd (10) attend lots of
Discovery films and workshops and think that
you should too! Here’s what they had to say
about the fun they’ve had at DCA…
“I enjoy the films, the staff are really friendly, the
artwork is amazing and it’s good fun.” Lloyd
“It’s educational as well as being great
entertainment. Lloyd has learned a lot of different
artistic skills: from felt brooch making to puppets
and animation.” Jane
“One of my favourites was making a robot.
We were given everyday scraps and had to use
our imagination.” Lloyd
“Children can be in one of Scotland’s top art
exhibitions and enjoy the Art Cart and a fantastic
film all in one afternoon. It really is aimed at
all ages.” Jane

DISCOVERY FAMILY FILM CLUB

“DCA show unusual films that you don’t see
anywhere else, that is DCA’s specific thing: art
and films.” Lloyd
“My favourite was The Book of Life. The film itself
was truly a piece of art, the story was unusual,
thoughtful and the animation and colour was quite
stunning.” Jane

Enjoy the fun of Discovery all year at Discovery Family Film Club!
With films and workshops every fortnight, DCA is the perfect place to
see the best cinema on the big screen and enjoy a fantastic workshop
together as a family.

Tracey gets to create the exciting workshops
that we host alongside Discovery Family
Film Club. It’s a challenging, fun and very
enjoyable job…

Discovery Family Film Club continues after Discovery Film Festival with
all-action hamster adventure My Friend Raffi, French classic Asterix and
Obelix and the latest blockbusting version of J.M. Barrie’s Pan coming up
this winter. Films cost £5 for under 21s and £5.70 for adults. A family of
four ticket costs £16. Workshops are free with your cinema ticket but
please book in advance. We’ll see you there!

“It’s important to me that activities let families
make something together, so I try and design
workshops where that’s encouraged.”
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“Every week is completely different and it’s
a nice challenge to think up a new workshop
for every film. They last just under an hour
and everyone gets to create something to
take home.”

“My favourites would be a tie between the
giant vegetable patch for The Curse of the
Were-Rabbit (with balloon aubergines, sparkly
golden bananas and triangle carrots!) and our
Moomin dream hotel challenge for Moomins on
the Riviera.”

discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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TICKETS AND INFO
FILMS

WORKSHOPS

— £5 for under 21s
— £5.70 for over 21s
— Family ticket for four people £16

£1 with your cinema ticket unless otherwise
stated. Places are limited for non-drop-in
workshops and must be booked in advance.

Children under 12 must be accompanied
by an adult in the cinema.

HOW TO BOOK
Call us on: 01382 909 900

Find us at: discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk | dca.org.uk

VENUE
Discovery Film Festival is a DCA project and takes place at:
Dundee Contemporary Arts, 152 Nethergate, Dundee, DD1 4DY

FINDING US
DCA is a five minute walk from Dundee Train Station and a 15 minute walk from Dundee Bus Station.
For more information on how to get here and travel within Dundee, visit dundeetravelinfo.com

S U P P O R T ED B Y:

cotland
oves
nime

DRAWING
CHANGES LIVES
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